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Introduction: 

Axiocontrollers and Axioline are a line of PLC’s produced by Phoenix Contact. It is an Industrial Grade 

PLC, so it is extremely resistant to harsh enviornments and impacts but let’s not take that as a challenge 

to break it, ok? 

How does the AXC differ from the other PLC’s already donated to the College, like the NanoPLC? The 

answer is that as the Arduino is less reliable or resistant to damage than the NanoPLC, The NanoPLC is 

less reliable or resistant to damage than the AXC line. In an Industrial environment, errors need to be 

close to 0, and having a device that can answer to a signal in milliseconds is extremely important. So if 

you want a durable controller, the AXC is the way to go! 

 

Security: 

If you already played around with a NanoPLC you know that you should use a USB cable to upload a 

project from NanoNavigator and instantly you get an answer from the device. The AXC line will not work 

that way. Multiple AXL machines can be connected to a single AXC, but for that to work, it uses Ethernet 

cables to do this communication. So lets start with the main topic: making the AXC and AXL work 

together.  

 

PS: This setup requires “expertise” in networking and if you don’t know what you are doing, that is 

totally fine, you should be a pro by the time you are finished reading this manual. If you still have 

questions after reading this, just contact your TA or ITS, they will be glad to help! 
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First steps: 

1- Connect the power cord to the AXC Trainer 1050 PN (as shown below), and turn the switch to 

the ON (|) mode. 

                                       

2- Take a second to see the lights blinking and understand the connection between the modules. 

Check appendix A to see the legend. 

Now we have a functioning PLC, but without any code inside. To upload code, we will have to setup a 

connection between the AXC and your computer, and that’s when things get a little tricky. If you have 

problems, contact the TA or ITS! 

On your computer: 

1- Connect a USB-to-Ethernet adapter to the front of your computer, so that you can connect to 

the PLC. 
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2- Connect an Ethernet cable from the USB adapter to the X1 port of the AXC. 

 
3- Go on the Control Panel on your computer, click on Network and Internet and click on Network 

and Sharing Center and check the network adapters. One of them should be Ethernet 2 or 

something like that. Double-click on it and click on Properties. Click on Internet Protocol Version 

4 (TCP/IPv4). After selecting it, click in properties, select “Use the following IP address” and 

enter the value for IP address of 192.168.0.10, for subnet mask 255.255.255.0 and click ok and 

you can close the other windows. 

 

  

The subnet mask is in charge of 

separating the IP address into  two 

components. It is called the 

subnet mask because it is used to 

identify the network address of an 

IP address by performing a bitwise 

AND on the netmask. This decimal 

address is 32 bits when converted 

to binary, and 255 translates to all 

1’s and 0 is of course, all 0’s. This 

means that to be in the same 

range your device must match the 

IP address where the subnet is 1’s 

(255 in decimal) and be different 

where the subnet is 0 (0 in the 

example).  

What’s a subnet mask? 
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Now we have the Adapter and the computer configured to the common range of devices that is 

the 192.168.0.XXX range. Be mindful that every device to be configured on this manual needs to 

be in the IP range between 192.168.0.2 and 192.168.0.254. 

PC Worx: 

1- Open PC Worx on your computer. You can click the search box on the bottom of the screen and 

search for PC WORX and PC Worx 6.30.1668 should show up on the search. If it doesn’t, contact 

your TA. It could be located within a Phoenix Contact folder. 

2- Create a new project by clicking fileNew ProjectAXC 1050 Rev. > 01/2.10
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3- To configure the Bus, click on Bus Configuration Workspace, on the Toolbar, click on the AXC 

1050 192.168.0.2 that is inside the Bus Structure and click on IP Settings on the Device Details 

page. 

 
4- Check the IP Address defined to the AXC and the Subnet mask value and see how they reside 

inside the range of 192.168.0.XXX. 

 

As you can see, the AXC is within the 

previously mentioned range and it 

matches the subnet so we are good 

to go! 
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5- VERY IMPORTANT: check the side of your AXC and it should have a MAC address under a 

barcode. Enter on the defined area (above IP Address) this number on the device. 

 
 

6- Now go to the IP Assignment Tab and it should display 2 devices: AXC and AXL. Click on the one 

that starts with AXC and click on Assign IP and click refresh to see if the IP Address has changed.  

  
 

NOTE: Make 

sure both filters, 

‘unnamed’ and 

‘not in project’ 

are unchecked! 

Otherwise your 

controller may 

not show up in 

the list.  
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 If the IP assignment tab doesn’t show anything and the error indicates “no Ethernet adapter 

selected”, click Extras->PROFINET Configuration and select the right adapter under Ethernet 

Network Board.  

 If the IP assignment tab shows the error concerning WinPcap drivers, follow this link to reinstall 

them: https://www.winpcap.org/install/default.htm. Ignore the error message during the 

installation. 

 If you receive wht “DNS names do not match” error, ensure that you have the correct name in 

the ‘Device Details’ page so that you can connect to the AXC on the IP assignment page. Give the 

device whatever name the IP assignment pop-up gives it.  

 

7- Restart your AXC to implement these changes!!!!  

8- If the IP was successfully changed, let’s go to the next step and we are going to take a break 

from PCWorx just for a second. 

On your computer: 

1- Press the Windows button on your keyboard and type “cmd” and click on Command 

Prompt. 

2- Type without the quotes ”ping 192.168.0.xxx”. Substitute the xxx by the last digit of the IP 

address of the AXC. If it gives the following code (0% lost and all 4 packets received), you can 

go to the next step. If not, try rebooting the machine and redoing the steps inside PC Worx. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.winpcap.org/install/default.htm
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Back to PCWorx: 

1- Go to the Communication Tab inside Bus Configuration Workspace. 

2- Check that the Interface Type is Ethernet, the Connection name is Manual Input, the IP 

address is the same you used with the ping command above, the subnet mask is 

255.255.255.0 and the gateway address is empty and unchecked use virtual LAN. 

 
3- Click Test and it should display a text inside a green box saying” Host Type: AXC 1050”. 

4- If the above happened, kudos to you!! If not, ensure the DNS names are exactly the same 

and the correct interface is selected You did a good job! But it is not over yet… 

5- Go on the Bus Structure (the top-left box) and right click on Axioline, Read Axioline, OK and 

you should see the Axioline expanded with #1 and #2. 
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6- Now right-click on PROFINET, Read PROFINET, click on the AXL, click insert, AXL F BK PN 

01/1.01, click ok and close the window. 
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7- You should have everything connected. To make sure, click on the AXL under PROFINET, find 

its IP address and repeat the ping process that you did with the AXC IP address test. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can see that 

both modules 

were added 

beneath the 

Axioline and the 

correct modules 

and interfaces 

were added for 

PROFINET.  
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Finally, Lets Code!! 

1- Right next to the Bus Configuration Workspace button there is a button called IEC Programming 

Workspace. Click on it. 

 
2- On Project Tree Window, expand Logical POU’s to find Main. Expand Main to find 3 different 

Main subcategories. Double-click on the plain Main (without T or V). 

  
3- As an example we will set up a circuit that will turn an Output HIGH after the 2 Inputs remain 

HIGH for 7 seconds. The following steps will walk you through this process for the functional 

block diagram program.  

 

4- On the right part of the window you will find multiple kinds of logic gates. We will use two for 

this example:  1 AND + 1 TON. 
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5- Drag the AND gate and drop anywhere you want. Double-click one of the blue terminals. 

Rename it as “INPUT_1” or something you like. Make sure the Usage is set to VAR_GLOBAL and 

the data type to BOOL. Repeat that to the second blue terminal but change the name of it. 

 
 

6- Now drag the TON gate to the right of the AND gate. Do not change anything on it, just click ok. 

Connect the output of the AND gate to the IN input of the TON gate. Double-click the blue 

terminal next to PT and name it T#7s. Double click the terminal next to ET and enter the name 

Actual_Time (Data type: TIME). Double click Q and put the name of the variable you want. MAKE 

SURE ALL THE VARIABLES ARE IN USAGE MODE VAR_GLOBAL!!! If you do not make them global 
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you will not be able to find them later!

 
7- Let’s link the variables to the PLC controller lights and switches. Press Process Data Workspace 

and a 4-window page is going to show up. On the top-left one click on STD_RES:AXC1050_21. 

This should display some variables on the bottom-left. On the Top-right one Click on the AXC 

1050 192.168.0.xxx and some items should be displayed on the bottom-left window. 
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8- Take a look at how the Device separates the matrixes into I(inputs) Q(Outputs). The tables 

correspond to the same notation on the device. So grab the input you want and drag and drop 

into the variable. That simple! Repeat that to the second input and for the output but don’t use 

an Input as an output variable, of course. 
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9- That should be it! Go on BuildRebuild Project and some comments should show up on the 

bottom of the page. If you forgot something about the Data Types or Variables that you didn’t 

initialize, it will yell at you. 

  
 

 

10- Make sure the device is in the STOP mode by switching it to STOP physically and click Project 

Control Dialog and click on Download. Just click ok is any problems come up. Allow the PLC to 

run for a minute. 
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11- Now switch the device to RUN/PROG and flip the switches that you indicated in the previous 

steps as input. You can turn on the Debug on/off button and watch everything happening 

virtually including time counters. 

 

You just finished programming for an Industrial-Grade PLC with functional blocks. Way to go! 

 

For video tutorials on the previous instructions, visit the Phoenix Contact website: 

https://www.phoenixcontact.com/online/portal/us?1dmy&urile=wcm%3apath%3a/usen/web/mai

n/products/subcategory_pages/classic_plc_p-21-01/f4d50537-69ae-4bb1-b626-

ac6829ecd452/f4d50537-69ae-4bb1-b626-ac6829ecd452 

To go further: 

Rewire the input to make the programming more intuitive: 

https://www.phoenixcontact.com/online/portal/us?1dmy&urile=wcm%3apath%3a/usen/web/main/products/subcategory_pages/classic_plc_p-21-01/f4d50537-69ae-4bb1-b626-ac6829ecd452/f4d50537-69ae-4bb1-b626-ac6829ecd452
https://www.phoenixcontact.com/online/portal/us?1dmy&urile=wcm%3apath%3a/usen/web/main/products/subcategory_pages/classic_plc_p-21-01/f4d50537-69ae-4bb1-b626-ac6829ecd452/f4d50537-69ae-4bb1-b626-ac6829ecd452
https://www.phoenixcontact.com/online/portal/us?1dmy&urile=wcm%3apath%3a/usen/web/main/products/subcategory_pages/classic_plc_p-21-01/f4d50537-69ae-4bb1-b626-ac6829ecd452/f4d50537-69ae-4bb1-b626-ac6829ecd452
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This should be the order of the input switches. Press the orange button with a screwdriver to be able to 

pull out the wire or to plug in the wire. 

 

 

Implement Ladder Logic: 

As illustrated on the picture below, ladder logic consists of contacts (GRP1M1), which is a condition to 

be met. When two contacts are in series it acts like an AND condition, and when two contacts are in 

parallel it acts like an OR condition. When the contact condition is true, the action is a coil (Group1), 

which is essentially an output that is set to true or false (false if crossed).  

 

 

Below are the tools (available in the navigation bar) to create a program in ladder logic. For PC work, 

create a new rung by clicking the network option (left most). 
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Variable Management: 

 Under the Process Data Workspace, if you cannot see a variable from your program, right click 

and choose Refresh View.  

 Under IEC Programming Workspace, you can delete variables that you don’t want anymore (See 

below). To do so, click MainV and delete the row containing the variable that you don’t want 

anymore. MainV can also be used to make sure than the variables that are used as an input or 

an output have the Usage set to VAR_EXTERNAL. To delete a global variable (what all your 

variables should be), click Global_Variables and delete the unwanted variables from the list that 

appears. 

To use an output from ladder logic as an input for FBD, use the same variable name.  

 

 

 

Implement Structured Text: 

Creating a Structure Text function block: 

 Under IEC Programming Workspace tab, right click “Logical POU” (under Project Tree Window) 

and click Insert->Function Block 

 Type your code under the third folder when expanding the function block (Highlevel*) 
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 Then, click at the Main window, and drag HighLevel* from the project tree Window to the Main 

programming space, you should obtain the following: 

 

Coding in Structured Text: 

 WARNING: PC WORKS USES SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT SYNTAX THAN THE IEC 61131 STANDARDS 

 If there is anything you need for the lab that is missing from this tutorial, check PC Worx tutorial: 

http://axhelp.ru/files/pcworx/documentation/PC_WORX_6_IEC_61131_Programming.pdf 

 To declare variables, open the section with “HighlevelV”. Right-click the chart, then click “insert 

variables” and specify type 

 
 

Take note that you need 

to use “:=” to give a 

variable a value 

http://axhelp.ru/files/pcworx/documentation/PC_WORX_6_IEC_61131_Programming.pdf
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 The PLC will loop through the program so DO NOT initialize an I/O variable or it will change back 

to the initialized state at each loop 

 To use AND-conditions use ‘&’. To use OR-conditions, use ‘Or’ 

Operation Hierarchy 

 

Here is a diagram explaining the operation hierarchy 
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The image above shows the syntax for a for loop. 

Assigning inputs and outputs in Structured Text: 

 Remember, declare variables under the HighlevelV file 

 Before doing the next step, make sure to clear all the Default variables in the Global_Variables 

file that have the name you want to assign to make sure the variable that you will assign to 

global comes from highlevelV 

 Then, highlight an I/O variable that you use in the code and right-click, then click “Variable…”. In 

the window that pops up, change the usage to VAR_GLOBAL 
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Using timers in Structured Text: 

 The code below turns on a light if the switch is on for 5 seconds. Use the same syntax for your 

code 

 

How to code a case switch in ST 

 

How to code a For Loop in ST 

 

 

 

Take note of the 

comment syntax: 

(*Here is a comment in 

ST*) 
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While Loops in ST 

 

You are now a PLC expert! 
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Appendix: 

A) Lights legend 
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